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Instructions: This puzzle is an Alphabet Jigsaw. Solve the clues and fit the solutions into the grid jigsaw-wise, 
wherever they will go. The Letters preceding each clue indicate the starting letter of the solutions. 

Bonus Question:  Identify the connection with the title appearing in the completed grid. (6,6) 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

A Goal confines particle (8) 
B Restrain newly-wed holding line (6) 
C Wasting hide by independent American (8) 
D Around fireside they exalt to divine status (8) 
E This measures wavelengths in ramshackle lean-
to (6) 
F Erica is on charge for opinion (7) 
G Shoot one old relative (6) 
H Spartan serfs trashed hotels (6) 
I Senior is confusing those that clear the air (8) 
J Mineral to shake and continue (7) 
K Knight seen to reform compounds (7) 
L Provocative young girl laughing out loud at thing 
with adult (6) 
M Mother casing rough Italian composer (8)  
N Six in North America supply passage to sail 
through (8) 
O Multi-tasking musicians I provide with staff ties 
(3,3,5) 
P Dramatic individual topped oyster (11) 

Q Question east Arizona youth initially squeamish 
(6) 
R Ready taking in Scottish mood for disturbed 
waters (7) 
S Member of upper house involved in treason? (7) 
T Strong drinks set quail adrift (8) 
U Will’s to destroy local one with reprimand (6) 
V More than one watching of television scene on 
local meadows (8) 
W Girlfriend to track bird (7) 
X Cross one director investing in gold in idyllic 
location (6) 
Y Agreed to cover rough bar. Simples! (6) 
Z Hyacinth unknown to Irish study of yore (6) 
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